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Abstract: Design of turbo-compressor type of internal-combustion rotary engine (TIRE) was made.  The design is the hybrid of conventional 
internal combustion engine and gas turbine. Design of engine reminds gas-driven turbine, because it has compression pump, turbine and 
combustion chamber. Operating principle is similar to conventional engine because it has not uninterrupted but portion process of fuel 
combustion. 
 The engine has two rotors: compressor rotor and turbine rotor. Both rotors are stiffly fixed on the engine shaft and rotated in the engine 
cavity. There is a cylindrical type combustion chamber between compressor rotor and turbine rotor. 
 Gas-distributing butting mechanism of spool type is inside combustion chamber. Spool has a port for input and output of working mixture. 
The same ports are in the engine body. Drive of spool is through the reduction gear from engine sharf. 
 Operating principle: working mixture is compressed by the compressor and directed  to the combustion chamber. In the combustion 
chamber it is ignited and through the outlet ports is directed to the turbine rotor and makes it rotate. Turbine rotor rotates engine shaft, from 
which useful output is removed 
Total shedule  of gas-distributing phases comprises intake, compression, power stroke, scavenging combustion chamber and outlet (exhaust). 
The RTD has traditional piston engines power systems, ignition liquid and air and cooling. In the lubrication of the working model  is added 
to the fuel.  
The working model of engine was made and preliminary tests were carried out. Results showed that the engine needs same improvements.  
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A lot of engineers of the most countries of the world are 

working to create internal-combustion rotary engine. Number of 
patents that inventors of this direction have got is estimated in tens 
of thousands. Only the very few of the inventions come to 
implementation (like Wankel engine) but that doesn't stop inventors 
and they look for new ways, new ideas.  

In I.I.Polzunov Altai State Technical University (AltSTU) 
construction design of turbo-compressor type of internal-
combustion rotary engine (TIRE). Is developed construction design 
is protected by several patents [1].  

Developed construction of the engine represents a hybrid 
of conventional engine and gas-driven turbine. Authors tried to take 
into account advantages both of conventional engine and gas-driven 
turbine in the developed engine construction. Design of engine 
reminds gas-driven turbine, because it has compression pump, 
turbine and combustion chamber, operating principle is similar to 
conventional engine because it has not continuous but batch process 
of fuel combustion.  

 
Figure 1- Principal diagram of TIRE 

1- motor shaft, 2 – compressor rotor, 3 – turbine rotor, 4 – outer side cheek (вариант со стенкой корпуса outer body wall), 5 – inner side 
cheek (inner body wall), 6 – combustion chamber, 7 – gas-distributing chuck, 9 – piston ring, П –consumer. 

 
Principle of design of TIRE is that, like in gas-driven 

turbine, compressor rotor 2 and turbine rotor 3 are installed and 
hard attached to the same shaft (ref. to fig. 1). The body of the 
engine is piston ring 9 in side which compressor rotor is rotated and 
side cheeks (4,5). The body of the engine is turbine rotor 3 
represents a chuck, inner surface of which is above outer cylindrical 
surface of  piston ring 9. Axes of inner and outer surfaces of are 
shifted to the opposite sides from rotation axis of motor shaft 1. In 

the widest part of piston ring 9 there is cylindrical combustion 
chamber 6 with gas distribution mechanism.  

Gas distribution mechanism is of spool-type. It is a chuck 
7 with by-pass port 15 to intake into combustion chamber 
combustible mixture and for outlet burning combustible mixture to 
work space of turbine (ref. to fig.2). In the bead forming ring there 
is inlet port 10 and outlet ports 11. Detailed description of 
construction design of engine is described in literature [2].  
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Figure 2 – Schematic cross-section of engine 
2 - compressor rotor, 3 – turbine rotor, 6 – combustion chamber, 7 – gas-distributing chuck, 8 – working gate of compressor, 9 – piston ring, 

10 – inlet port into combustion chamber, 11 – outlet ports from combustion chamber into work space of turbine, 12 – working gate of 
turbine, 13 – work cavity of turbine, 14 – entry port, 15 – by-pass port, 16 – outlet port, А – start cavity, Б – compression cavity, В – cavity 

of combustion chamber, С – combustion stroke cavity, Д – outlet cavity of waste gases 
 

Operating principle of rotary engine is similar to 
conventional engine. First, inlet stroke takes place, then 
compression of combustible mixture in the combustion chamber, 
then ignition fuel-air mixture in combustion chamber and outlet of it 

into the work space of turbine, where happens combustion stroke 
takes place, and the last one, outlet of waste gases.  
General scheme, of operating principle of TIRE is given at figure 3. 

 
Figure 3 – Schematic of operating principle of TIRE. 

 
The rotary engine uses the similar principle of converting pressure into rotating motion as the piston engine. 

The rotor successively executes the processes of intake of the working mixture in the combustion chamber, its compression, ignition 
(combustion), exhaust into the working chamber of the turbine for the working stroke, and the final exhaust of the combusted gases out of the 

housing. 
 
The following figure 3 illustrates the working principle of 

the rotary engine. 
The intake stroke and the compression stroke occur in the 

rotor of the compressor, while the working stroke and the exhaust 
stroke occur in the rotor of the turbine. Due to the rotation of the 
shaft, the gate of the rotor of the compressor divides its working 
chamber into two constantly changing in volume chambers (A and 
B). Shaft rotation generates the negative pressure behind the  

 
compressor valve, so that the working mixture goes 

through the intake port to the chamber A, whereas the constant 
reduction of its volume in the chamber B before gate leads to the 
compression stroke. The compression stroke is divided into two 
stages. The first one is preliminarily compression of the working 
mixture in the chamber B when the shaft turns from 0 to 180 
degrees. Note that the compressor valve facing the combustion 
chamber is considered to be 0 degrees. The final one is full 
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compression when the preliminarily compressed working mixture 
passes from the chamber B to the combustion chamber. 

After passing of all working mixture from cavity B the 
combustion chamber, the intake port is closed. During this part of 
the cycle, the spark plug ignites the mixture. Since the mixture is 
ignited, the exhaust ports are opened and the combustible working 
mixture reaches the working chamber of the turbine, chamber C, 
which on the gate of the turbine, creating torque on the shaft. From 
other side of turbine working gate in the cavity D are free to flow 
out of the housing through the exhaust port. 

Thus, one full rotation of the shaft has all strokes. This 
leads to increase in decrease of useless wastes and efficiency of the  
comparison with piston engines. 

The rotary engine uses valve mechanism for gas 
distribution. This valve is made in a form of a glass having by-pass 
ports on its sides. Gas distribution glass rotates in the combustion 
chamber with the same frequency as the shaft by means of the 
reducer. Due to the rotating of the valve, its bypass port alternately 
coincides with intake and exhaust ports, letting the working mixture 
in or out of the combustion chamber. 

 
Figure 4 – The overall schedule of gas distribution: 

S – area of the ports opening in the gas distribution mechanism; α – the rotation angle of the engine shaft, β – the angle of the 
scavenging of the combustion chamber. 

 
According to the schedule timing, gas distributing 

mechanism works as follows (see Figure 4). At point 1, there is the 
ignition of the working mixture in the combustion chamber and at 
the same time, the outlet window of the combustion chamber starts 
to open and the burning mixture rushes into the working cavity of 
the turbine. At point 2, the outlet box is fully opened and stays open 
until the point 3. There is the process of closing the exhaust window 
(from point 3 to point 4).  In point 5 there is an opening of inlet 
window and fresh fuel mixture is sucked into the combustion 
chamber. From point 5 to point 4 there is a process of the 
combustion chamber, as at this moment both windows, inlet and 
outlet remain scavenging open. The angle of turning of the motor 
shaft on which a process of scavenging occurs  corresponds to 30 
degrees. 

At point 6 the inlet window is opened fully and stays open 
until point 7, followed by a process of gradual closing of the intake 
box to the point 8. One cycle of the RTD is completed. Then 
everything is repeated.  

The proposed of valve mechanism RTD has a simple and 
good kinematics, as all the details perform a rotational movement.  

In the RTD traditional for piston engines feed systems, 
ignition and cooling. Are used on the working model the lubrication 
of engine parts is carried out by adding the oil to the fuel.   

In developing of the working model of the RTD was 
assumed that the working volume of the compressor is 0.1 liters. 
The compression ratio is 8. Estimated engine power - from 3 to 6 
kW. Based on these initial data of working model dimensions are: 
outer diameter - 280 mm, width - 90 mm (without the length of the 
motor shaft). Tests conducted on a working model showed that the 
engine is efficient, but requires further development. 

To our mind invented  rotary internal combustion engine 
has some of advantages compared with traditional piston engine, 
namely: 

• higher efficiency by reducing losses due to the reciprocating 
motion of the main parts of the engine 

• all four strokes of the engine occur simultaneously in one 
revolution of the motor shaft, that is, at the turning angle of 

equals to 360 degrees, which gives the right to talk about 
less "useless" costs of engine 

• all major engine parts have a high technology of makers , as 
They have the form of body rotation 

• minimum of parts, performing the reciprocating motion 
(rather than up and down  motion as the piston internal 
combustion engine) in a small range of angle turning (15-30 
degrees) 

• the engine design allows to have different working volumes 
of compressor and turbine, which involves improving the 
efficiency of the engine and improve its environmental 
performance. 

• engine can be designed of any capacity, by increasing its 
size or the number of pairs of the rotor-turbine 
The above advantages allow to speak about the prospects of 
the developed rotary internal combustion engine of turbo-
compressor tupe. 
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